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About This Game

Black Friday sales are book-size topic. Some of us love them, some hate. If u hate a climate of crowded shopping center or you
just want to feel the thrill of sales you don't need to get up from your PC. Just relax, sit down comfortable and play Black

Friday: The Game!

Game Features:

Procedural and endless level generation

Different enemies with different behaviours

Roguelike style

Large variety of rooms

Controller support

Ketchup is your weapon!

Like on the real Sale - In Black Friday: The Game you need to be real man

Like Julius Cesar, you need to Veni Vidi Vici. You need to go to the shop (All in all you don't, we did it for you) - Veni. Then
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you should localize product that you want to buy - Vidi. Then run to it (be quick buddy!) and take it to the cash desk. When cash
goes green you win - its Vici! Now repeat and repeat until you get run out of money (don't worry in this game you are really,

really rich) or until you die..

Wait! What?! Did you said "die"?
Yes i do. It's like in the real life, if you want something very much, there are always people that want you to fail.

You

The truly man on the truly hunt - That's you!

Mean Granny

She is not so fast and strong, but she has a handbag (The most deadly handbag on the planet - trust me). She even don't want all
that goodies, but she don't want you to get them.

Shopping Scooter Guy

His big, he is bad, but the most important he is a pacifist. He won't hurt you. Tip: Disturbing isn't hurting.
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Muscle Man

He is yours worst nightmare. He is bigger and stronger than you, but fortunately he doesn't have a bag.

Babushka

Here comes the Babushka. She looks very similar to typical granny, but its only camouflage. Babushka and her bag are way
more powerful.

"Lady"

It's really difficult to run on the high heels, so she won't catch you. Her bag is too expensive to using it as a weapon. But her dog
is such a different story...
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Title: Black Friday: The Game
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
BloodyStation
Publisher:
BloodyStation
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows XP SP2+

Processor: 2.0 Ghz SSE2 instruction set support

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DX9 (shader model 3.0) or DX11 with feature level 9.3 capabilities

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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I've played this game quite a lot online, and Rogue Fable II a ton as well. The emergent systems that coalesce into a single play-
through are top notch. I realize this may not be the most original take on the genre, but the speed and tempo are better than
average. What Justin has done is distill the elements of a great rogue-like into a fast paced and continually surprising formula
that I would recommend to hardcore fans and new comers alike. Excellent work mate.. First game I played, years ago, still have
the physical copy. It will remain one of the best.. I was hoping for a great documentary, and »Rise of the Indies« delivered. It
exceeded my expectations. The 1080p stream was a joy to watch, I love every bit of it, most of all the ability to put faces to
names I've already known.

In order to absorb it all, I'll have to watch it again very soon, check out some of the games even. I'd love to be on that train ride,
the serene and beautiful scenery outside contrasting with the manic productivity in the train will reverb in my memory for some
time. I also love the Nottingham and Austin sequences; great places, beautifully shot. About the creators and their amazing
creations I'm reminded of the Vulcan philosophy »IDIC«: Infinite Diversity in Infinite Combinations!

This flick is now rivaling the top place for my favorite documentary watched during the past few months: Tim's Vermeer. If
anybody has a recommendation for similar flicks depicting this degree of enthusiasm, passion and skill, please let me know. I
myself cannot recommend to watch »Rise of the Indies« enough.. Absolute garbage, doesn't even work.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 out
. A fun game of what if like a choose your own adventure of the iron throne. I really like how it use's things from the show and
books. Not just main characters.. i got this to give it a try, but holy best buy ever. Now that may sound like omg yeah yeah
sure....whatever, but honestly very well made game. This developer has so much love into the game its a rare sight, updates
come out nearly every day that the initial game looks extremely different to how it is now. Im surprised its not that popular and i
hope it gets some fame! This game well deserves it, well done to the developer!! ^^

10\/10 Early access game that im sure when it comes out it will be fantastic!!. An excellent narrative experience THAT ALSO
HAS fun gameplay AND the gameplay and narrative experience link together well WITH (in my interpretion) the metaphors
spanning the psychological experiences of the secondary characters, the way gameplay progresses and also in terms of the ways
visuals are used to display those experiences.

If you're the kind of person who likes smaller, interesting games then: yes. Buy it.. I played the original 1nsane from
Codemasters and wish this was anything like that, it's a pretty generic arcade racer similar to Fuel but not nearly as good as
Fuel.. I thought i was getting a hitman like game, an in a sense it is... but its just to simple. boring an i dont like the controlls.
just one Man's Opinion.
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This is an awesome little game. Alright first impression. Had awesome fun on my first time play. Will play it lots more in the
future and see if there is an ending or anything.. Order is a great game to revisit. I hope that come out with s newer version!.
Pretty good. I really liked it. Good to demo with friends.. A fun game, if a little challenging.. Pros:
+ Fast-paced not-so-realistic FPS, which focusses on just "just get in there and blow stuff up", rather than being so tactical.
Probably the most "gung-ho" game I have ever bought.
+ It's fun, not hard at all, and doesn't require too much thinking, which is great sometimes after a hard day at work!
+ Remote-guided drones add a feeling of modern day tactics.

Cons:
- Graphics is a bit dated.
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